Abstract. An error analysis of the Miller algorithm for computation from threeterm recurrence equations is given. Bounds are supplied in terms of the known coefficients and a method of finding suitable starting values for prescribed relative error is investigated.
Introduction.
The three-term recurrence relation (1.1) Ur-xix) = pTix)Urix) + qrix)Ur+lix) ,
with uYx) a function of a positive integer r and a real variable x, is widely used in computational procedures. Two starting values u"+x = y, Un -1, say, are required for backward computation, an appropriate normalisation factor being determined later. Further, a computation based on (1.1) is frequently insensitive to the choice of y; that is k significant figures of the normalised sequence Un-m, Un-m-i • • • are reliable for m sufficiently large.
The method of computation is simple and readily adaptable to digital computers, a single known value of ur permitting scaling of the computed values to yield a desired solution. Stegun and Abramowitz [8] have pointed out a second advantage; that it is sometimes possible to deduce a scaling factor from computed values alone. A discussion of convergence and error analysis may be found in
Olver [6] .
In this note we examine the possibility of obtaining simple error bounds in terms of the coefficients prix) and qrix). In this way it is possible to specify a starting value r = n to obtain a required accuracy. In the case of the Bessel functions Irix) and Jrix) an investigation of this point has previously been made by Makinouchi [4] and Shintani [7] . The problem has now amassed a considerable literature and we do not attempt an exhaustive bibliography.
Similar results on continued fractions are to be found in Khovanski [3] and Khinchine [2] .
Cases of (1.1) in which two solutions increase at equal rates are excluded; computationally this is a simple case. We restrict our attention to the case where (1.1) may be written as (1.2) UT-X = PrUr + qrUr+X , with pr > 0 for values of r considered. Of course, if pr < 0 for all r then we would set (1.3) VT= i-l)TUr.
General expressions and bounds for the error term are developed in Section 2 and special cases considered in Sections 3 and 4. Our main interest is to examine the error. We do not directly examine convergence of the procedure; references to this question may be found in [6] . Nor do we consider improving the rate of con-vergence of the procedure, although it will become clear from our results when it is advantageous to do so. is suitable for backward computation, and we concentrate our attention on this form, ignoring round-off error for the time being. We assume pr, qr defined for 1 -r ^ n and any x considered, with qr ^ 0. By a nondecreasing solution of (2.1) we mean that the solution is nondecreasing as r decreases. We denote the wanted solution by wr, and assume that wT is positive, nondecreasing for values of r considered. If fr and gr denote solutions of (2.1) such that fn+x = 0,f" = 1, and gn+1 = 1, gn = 0, then, since qr ?± 0, fr, gr form a fundamental system of solutions, (Fort [1] ), and we have (i) fr, gr are linearly independent for 0 ^ r 5= n + 1,
In practise (2.1) is used with starting values un+x = y, un = 1, where we restrict 0 ^ 7 < 1. A normalisation constant 77 is then required and we assume a value of Wr known which we take to beiDo (^0). Then, provided f0 + 700 ^ 0, r¡ is given by (2.2) vifo + ygo) =wo.
It is usual to take 7 = 0, but convergence of the procedure may be increased with a nonzero 7; see below. Introducing the notation We shall take 7 = 0 for simplicity, but it is clear from (2.5) how the value of y affects Er. Again, with Rr = Er/fT, Eq. (2.6) shows the close connection between the present problem and convergents to continued fractions. The arguments which follow are abbreviated where similar material may be found in for example (2) or (3). We proceed to the simplest case, that of positive coefficients.
3. Positive Coefficients. Let us assume that pT > 0, qT > 0 for 1 ^ r ^ n.
Then fr > 0 and gr > 0. Use of (1.2) with r replaced by r -s -1 shows that Corollary (2.1), (ii) holds. With these conditions it is clear that the terms in the sum in (2.5) are of alternating sign and decreasing magnitude, so that Ea = 0, with obvious expressions for Ex*, E2*. If further, pr ^ 1 for r =\ k, say, where A; ^ 1, then fT, gr are nondecreasing as r decreases, for k -1 ^ r ^ n, and using simple induction we find that (3.5) frfr-X ^ Pn H iPsPs+X + q.) , Substitution in the denominator of (3.4) yields k ^ r ^ n 0 ^ i-l)n-rE* = -: II"=r gs (3.6) Pn+xPn li"=r iPsPs+X + qs) provided pn+x > 0, for then wn ^ pn+xwn+1. (3.6) can be used either to find a bound for EY or to find a suitable n for specified bounds on Er*. Again (3.6) supplies a strict upper bound using only known coefficients. Eq. (2.5) supplies the exact error, but its calculation would entail a knowledge of the values of all the fr.
The behaviour of Er, Er* can be examined with the aid of the recurrence relation. We suppose that at stage k a certain number of reliable figures, m say, has been attained and we would like to be sure that this number persists for r < k. Since Eo = 0, Er alternates in sign, and (ii) // pr > 0, qr> 0 then (3.12) \E*-x\ è \E*+i\ , lárá»-l.
Proof, (i) follows from the discussion.
(ii) The alternating property of ET and relation (3.7) give \Er-x\ = qr\Er+x\ , and so IJBÎUI gg,2£ï±i|^).i|.
Wr-X
Since wr-x è ipr + qr)wT+x, by our assumption on wT, we have I^LiI = -J-\E*+1\ á \E*+1\ .
Pr t yr Eq. (3.12) suggests that it would be advisable to examine the bound for Er* at least two successive points. We give two examples to illustrate these points. The improvement obtained by increasing n is clear. A simple example will show the practicality of our bounds. We take x = 2 and = 10. \E*\ = Z-]I"-r{l + *7(* + *)) ' so that for x = 5, n = 18, say, we have \EY\ ^ 10~6. A little consideration shows that for fixed r and x, \ET*\ decreases as n increases. If x2 is of comparable magnitude to n, a factor of 2 enters the denominator for unit increase in n. If x is small convergence will be slow.
qr Not Necessarily
Positive. As is to be expected, this case is not so simple, nor convergence as rapid. If in (2.1), pr = p, qr = g, where p and q are constants such that p > 0, q < 0, and p2 < 4|g|, then both solutions oscillate. The conditions below are sufficient to assure at least one positive monotone increasing solution for r decreasing. We again assume wr has these properties. We take 7 = 0, and again assume qr 9* 0.
Taking pr > 1 + \qr\, r = 1, 2, • • •, n, we are assured that/r is positive monotone increasing in the above sense. This condition is perhaps stronger than one would wish, but it avoids the need for calculating all the fr to investigate their monotonicity.
If a denotes the maximum value of \Ts+i/Ta\ in (2.5) then since ÍPn-x -\q"-i\)wnpn, in -r) even ,
Clearly the bound (4.5) on \Er*\ decreases as r decreases for fixed n. Example 4.1. Legendre Functions of the Second Kind, Qnix).
Ur-xix) = (2 + l/r)xurix) -(1 + l/r)ur+xix) .
The preceding conditions hold certainly if x > 4/3. Therefore \Er With x = 2, n = 10, we find that " ' = c" V3.T -4/ n -2 JJ«-2r ((2s + 1)/(S + 1)X -1) '
li's*! = 3.5 X 10~4, and \E2*\ ^ 7.1 X 10~5.
With the aid of the tables [9] , a short computation shows that \EY\ á 5.1 X 10~6, and \E2*\ ^ 3.3 X 10~6 .
This calculation was carried out with n = 2.65720,05 X 10-7, retaining four significant figures, and normalising by Q0(2). If we wish to improve the bound for 1^3*1, that is, to find n for a prescribed bound on [£"3*1, we proceed as follows. Let <j>n denote the above bound on \Er*\ for starting value n, and assume, for simplicity, that (n -r) is odd. Then we have <t>n+2
jPnPn-1 ~ |gn-ll) (l-Kj-Tfr-x n / lls="_i
Thus, in the above example, if we increase n to 12, the bound is decreased by a factor of 0.13, and by a further factor of 0.13 if we take n = 14. It is now clear how to find n for a prescribed bound on \Ej*\.
Example 4.2. The Bessel Function J"ix).
Ur-xix) = i2r/x)urix) -Ur+xix) .
Our conditions hold only if r > x. This suggests normalisation at some point r > x. If x is small, say 0.8, then with n = 10, and normalisation at Jo, we find l-EVI ^ 1.81 X HT10 . For r finite, \qr\ < 1 so that the only condition we need verify is that pT > 1 + \qT\. In order to compare the present bounds with practical results, set n = 2, x = 5 as in [9, p. With n = 10, we find that \EY\ = 3 X 10~3.
Thus if we normalise by use of the value of Fxi2, 5), then \EY\ ^ 3 X 10-3, where E* is the relative error in F4 (2, 5) . Reference to the tables [9] and to [8] shows that \EY\ = 1.4 X 10~s.
Finally we give an example due to Olver [6] .
Example 4.4. 12r 2r + 1
Ur-X = 2r _ x Ur -2r _ x Ur+X , f ^ 1 .
Then 4 g pYM á 6. For n = 4 we find \E2*\ ^ 1/150.
5. Round-Off Error. Ur -n gives the starting value, we consider the propagation of an error e introduced at step k (<n). For r ^ k, we obtain fT + 5r, say, rather than fr where 6. Conclusions. We have derived simply calculable strict bounds for the relative error in computing the most quickly increasing solution (for r decreasing) of the three-term recurrence relation, using Miller's algorithm. These expressions provide a simple way of ascertaining a suitable starting value r = n, for prescribed relative error ET*. In the cases considered the behaviour of Er* has also been analysed. For a given particular case, a short calculation should now be sufficient to determine either a suitable starting value, or a realistic upper bound for the error.
